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DIGITAL RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

A Definition
A research infrastructure is the en rety of the facili es, informa on,
resources and services that have been gathered for the sole purpose of
research

(European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures 2006)



THE IDS AS DRI

The Ins tute for the German Language was founded in 1964 and is
located in Mannheim
Member of the Leibniz society
Curates the Archive of General Reference Corpora of Contemporary
Wri en German (D R K ) with currently more than 24 billion words
(Kupietz and Lüngen 2014)
Cer fied CLARIN centre
Par cipa ng in nestor, TextGrid, DIN, and ISO, amongst others



CATEGORIES OF RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

We can define four main categories of research infrastructure:
Large research equipment, including scien fic research vessels, planes
or satellites
IT infrastructure, such as computer hardware and so ware, Grids
Social infrastructure, that is, research ins tu ons, which offer scholars
a place to exchange ideas and collaborate with each other
Informa on infrastructure, that is, collec ons of research data that
are made accessible for a larger group of scholars



CATEGORIES OF RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

For the remainder of this talk only two of them are of interest for us:
1 IT infrastructure, and
2 Informa on infrastructure

Hint: The IDS fits in both categories
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IT INFRASTRUCTURE

Digital Humani es research ins tu ons o en work with huge
amounts of data (e. g. language corpora)
As a result they have special needs regarding IT infrastructure, such as

storage space
compu ng capacity (for querying and analyzing linked data)
durability (including distributed access over large-scale networks such
as the Internet for a huge number of poten al users)

These special needs result in significant costs which can be
differen ated into

Buying costs (hardware and so ware), and
Opera ng costs (maintenance, personell, energy)



COST CONTROL

Op mizing those costs can be done by …
… establishing a transparent accoun ng system including every single
asset for salaries, maintenance costs, and so forth
→ allows for a more accurate es ma on of current and future IT
infrastructure demands
… replacing proprietary so ware with Open Source so ware
→ only small decrease in licensing costs, but may be cheaper in the
long run because of be er adap on to the ins tu on’s needs and
be er support of open formats



SECURITY CONCERNS

Storage of and access to the informa on infrastructure requires
special considera ons regarding IT security
Two main issues have to considered:

1 Preven ng non-authorized access to systems, processes or data
(including informa on infrastructure)

2 Providing a con nued opera on of hard and so ware

To tackle these security concerns, security measures have to be taken
into account



SECURITY MEASURES

Concrete security measures (the security policy) are defined by the IT
security officer and the data protec on officer
Important points of a security policy are:

Priori za on of data according to their value for the research ins tu on
Iden fica on of possible risks (including computer viruses, network
infrastructure a acks, etc.)
Backup strategy
Data encryp on

Security policy is mandatory for the whole staff of the research
ins tu on (ISO/IEC 27002:2013)



TO SUM UP...

IT Infrastructure issues
To tackle the afore-men oned IT Infrastructure issues regarding

technical,
financial, and
security ques ons,

different groups of personnel of a research ins tu on have to collaborate
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INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

Research data, especially primary data (e. g. recordings,
measurements, and curated corpora), is one of the most valuable
assets for a research ins tu on
To assure the access to the informa on infrastructure, various
technical aspects have to be taken into account, including
repositories, metadata, and formats



REPOSITORIES

Repositories have already been used in large-scale collabora ve
projects (e. g. research groups such as CLARIN)
In distributed projects, independent centres provide repositories
storing academic research data accessible via the internet
Retrieval of a specific informa on item is highly related to metadata
including

established standards such as Dublin Core (ISO 15836:2009), IMDI
(IMDI Part 1; IMDI Part 1 B), or OLAC (Simons and Bird 2008; Bird and
Simons 2009),
newer specifica ons such as the Component Metadata Structure
Ini a ve (CMDI, Broeder, Schonefeld, et al. 2011; Broeder,
Windhouwer, et al. 2012) which allows both for documen ng research
informa on and querying it over the distributed repositories



ACCESSIBILITY OF PUBLICATIONS

Another aspect of informa on infrastructure is the archival and
accessibility of publica ons
An in-house publica on server can be a means for a research
ins tu on to retain both copyright and access control over
informa on produced
Open source implementa ons such as ePrints¹, or eSciDoc² o en
combine the func onality of publica on servers with those of primary
data repositories

¹http://www.eprints.org/
²https://www.escidoc.org/

http://www.eprints.org/
https://www.escidoc.org/


A QUESTION OF FORMATS

A large por on of research data gets lost only shortly a er the end of
a project because of …

… hardware failures (lack of IT infrastructure) or insufficient metadata
… proprietary storage formats, for which the corresponding applica on
is not available any more

The decision for or against an open or proprietary data format is
crucial when it comes to process and archive informa on



FORMATS FOR RESEARCH DATA

Research data curated by an informa on infrastructure should be
stored in open text-based formats
Formats based on the open meta language XML such as TEI Guidelines
or DocBook are quite common in academic research and can be
defined by document grammar formalisms, allowing for
on-the-fly-valida on during the crea on of instances
Informa on encoded in those formats is not only readable with
common text editors, but separates content from forma ng, since
the rendering is usually controlled by separate XSLT or CSS stylesheets
This does not only prevent vendor lock-in, but significantly eases
archival



TO SUM UP...

Information Infrastructure issues
To tackle the afore-men oned Informa on Infrastructure issues regarding

storage,
accessibility,
metadata, and
formats

IT infrastructure and informa on infrastructure staff has to work together
hand-in-hand

You may see a pa ern here …
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LEGAL ISSUES

Why do we have to talk about it?

Isn’t this talk about digital research infrastructure – i. e. technical things?



LEGAL ISSUES

Short answer
The best IT Infrastructure providing access to your Informa on
Infrastructure is not enough if you are not allowed to share your research
data



WHY LEGAL ISSUES ARE IMPORTANT

Research ins tu ons are confronted with a number of legal ques ons,
from which two key issues can be iden fied:

Copyright issues, and
personal data protec on/privacy issues



COPYRIGHT 101

Research data is o en based on material contributed by external
authors
Primary data of text corpora for example o en originates from
non-academic sources
In Germany, copyright law states that any work of literature, research
or art (including so ware) is protected in its form (not the idea itself)
– a sufficient level of crea vity provided
Changes to the work (including annota ons added to a text) are only
allowed by the copyright holder



COPYRIGHT AS A CONSUMER

Although the German law does not contain the American concept of
“fair use”, there are copyright restric ons (§§ 44a-63a UrhG) that
apply to personal and scien fic use, including cita ons and other use
cases of copyrighted work (Mönch and Nödler 2006)
Some of these restric ons apply only to “small groups of researchers”
– a term that may not apply to open distributed research groups
(Hoeren 2014, p. 157)
This is especially important, if a research ins tu on wants to publish
annotated corpora – in that case, the primary data has to be licensed
beforehand



COPYRIGHT AS A PRODUCER

Research data for which a research ins tu on holds the copyright
(e. g., primary data that has been produced in-house) should be made
available to others under a liberal license, e. g. an Open Access license
such as the Crea ve Commons license³
Crea ve Commons is a free license that consists of several license
building blocks, such as

a ribu on to the original author (CC BY – minimal requirement),
NoDeriva ves (CC ND),
NonCommercial (CC NC), and
ShareAlike (CC SA)

³http://creativecommons.org

http://creativecommons.org


COPYRIGHT AS A PRODUCER

Apart from the easily-wri en CC license deeds, the license laundry
symbols established in the CLARIN research group (Oksanen et al.
2010) provide a quick overview about license categories and
respec ve licenses
Recent extensions to these categories have been discussed by Kupietz
and Lüngen (2014)



COPYRIGHT IN PUBLICATIONS

Research ins tu on’s staff may agree to publish their works on the
ins tu on’s publica on server under an Open Access license
(Degkwitz 2007) → in-house-policy
While Open Access journals s ll some mes lack some reputa on
compared to tradi onal journals (although both publica on types
employ peer review to ensure the journal’s quality), they o en have
higher cita on numbers (Stemp uber 2009, p. 119)



PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION

Privacy data issues may arise when living persons are involved in the
crea on process of research data, e. g. in voice (or video) recordings
→ a publica on is only allowed if the rights have been granted (in
wri en form) by the persons recorded
For every collec on of personal data, a register of processing
opera ons (according to §4g, §§18 and 4e BDSG) has to be created, in
which the type of personal informa on, its processing and the data
protec on measures are documented, amongst others
In general, the data protec on officer of the research ins tu on
should be involved as soon as possible
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CONCLUSION

Digital research infrastructures o en combine aspects of IT and
Informa on Infrastructure
To address technical, financial, and legal aspects, different personell
has to collaborate – at least in terms of technical issues, coopera ons
with other ins tu ons can reduce costs and distribute work load
Collabora on should start before a projects begins



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
stuehrenberg@ids-mannheim.de
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